WORKING GROUP DRAFT AGENDA

Pellet

4 June 2020 - 2 PM to 5 PM, CEST
Online

2.00 PM
WELCOME
Gilles Gauthier, Bioenergy Europe

Session 1 - Recent disturbances on pellet markets
(COVID-19, changes in industrial demand and low 2019-2020 heating season)

Industrial pellet market
Rachael Levinson, Hawkins Wright

Domestic pellet market
Hugues de Cherisey, SNPGB
Gilles Gauthier, Bioenergy Europe

Debate

3.30 PM
BREAK

3.45 PM
Session 2 - How to adapt to the market fluctuations?

Raw material diversification for pellet production, using agro-biomass
Arnold Dale

Establishing supply security by a legal storage obligation - the Austrian case
Christian Rakos, proPellets Austria

Pellet price hedging, the crucial role of future contracts
Vincent Roiron, Euronext

Debate

NEXT MEETING - planning

5:00 PM
END OF THE MEETING